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Abstract—The relative strengths of individual units, described
as attributes, determine the outcome during unit conflicts involving units in the armies of opponents in large strategy games.
We describe a process for developing predictive models of the
outcome for such conflicts where combat involves single unit
adversaries where each unit is defined in terms of 4 fundamental
attributes. These attributes: range, speed, health and damage
are common to unit descriptions in many successful real-time
strategy games.
Our analysis process identifies three phases of game play
with invariant properties that hold throughout each phase. We
demonstrate the utility of this analysis by creating a model that
predicts game outcomes. Predictions are validated against the
game simulation. The game outcomes are explicitly related to the
attributes of the two units involved, highlighting the significance
and role of each attribute.
Index Terms—games, testing strategies, formal models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Players in Real-Time Strategy (RTS) games control armies
composed of many different classes of soldiers and vehicles.
Each unit has similar capabilities such as movement and the
ability to attack but exhibits these to different degrees as
defined by individual attributes such as speed and range.
Battles can often contain instances of combat between single
units. The player exerts little direct control over combat
between individual units and this is largely managed by the
game through simulation. In a fixed setting, the outcome of
combat depends on these smaller scale conflicts, and that
between two units is determined by their individual attributes.
Fair game play assumes that the relative strengths of the two
sides are balanced even if the individual units on both sides are
not identical. Such balance can be achieved by manipulating
the individual attributes. Determining the effect on individual
changes can often be a matter of trial and error. Through this
work we intend to achieve an understanding of how commonly
used attributes contribute towards the strengths of individual
units.
Our ultimate goal is to develop a method for quantifying the
outcome of conflict between single units in an RTS setting.
An RTS game is a complex system with many parameters
that affect the outcome, including the properties of individual
agents, effects of the environment (terrain), combined interactions of groups of agents and individual agent behaviour. For
the purpose of this study we consider only conflicts between
single units which each have different attributes. This allows effects of interactions between attributes to be assessed in

isolation from confounding complexities inherent in managing
swarms of units which also interact with their environment. An
understanding of the relationships between attribute values and
game outcome allows an informed game developer to easily
tune game behaviour by adjusting attributes.
We present the process of creating an analytical model of
game processes to efficiently predict the game outcomes. This
formulation explicitly relates the attributes used to the game
outcome in a way that cannot be achieved through traditional
simulation or machine learning.
We proceed by reviewing existing approaches to assessing game outcomes in Section II, and identify a core set
of attributes common to popular RTS games. We devise a
simulation of the single unit conflict scenario (Section III) and
present the analysis process which involves identifying phases,
each with consistent behaviour. The three phases identified in
our example scenario are used to create a model that predict
game outcome. We validate this models against the simulation
in Section IV.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
A. Approaches to Predicting Games
The problem of predicting game outcomes has been explored indirectly using a range of techniques. Analysis based
on game theory focuses on losses and rewards associated with
the available decisions. Outcomes are manipulated by choice
of strategy resulting from these decisions. Suitable strategies
can be developed through machine learning to develop winning
strategies [1], improving control using case-injected genetic
algorithms [2], strategy classification [3], data mining [4] and
case-based plan recognition [5].
Analysis of the implications of the game mechanics is used
in some cases, such as for predator-prey games. As with the
approach used here, the progression of the game is divided
into phases, such as stalk, attack and subdue [6]. Separation
between units, and their relative speeds are used to determine
the outcome at each stage.
Adapting the game rules or parameters allows for dynamic
game balancing. Environmental approaches alter the available
items and resources to affect the game outcome [7]. Changes
can be made to behaviour and abilities of non-player characters
to better counter the player [8]. Reinforcement learning can be
used to handicap game agents or adjust the strategies to better
counter the player [9]. We focus on altering unit attributes as
a method of affecting game outcomes.
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Multi-player games provide a challenge because there is
more than one player to adjust for. Simulated annealing has
been used to predict sequences of actions in RTS games that
emulate players when modelling multiple armies [10]. The
impact of game options can be assessed by restricting that
option for one agent and then playing them against a standard
agent [11]. Genetic algorithms are used for developing new
board games [12] using an explicit game metric as fitness
function. This measure is based on which teams win over a
series of 100 games.
B. Attributes in RTS Games
The use of unit attributes is common to popular RTS games.
We list the attributes used in a range of popular RTS games
in Table I. Attributes are grouped into two primary categories:
construction and combat. Construction attributes are those that
contribute toward the construction of a unit or building of a
structure. We concern ourselves only with four of the combat
attributes in our example single unit combat scenario based on
the four main categories: damage, range, speed, and health.
These four attribute categories thus represent properties that
are common to a range of RTS settings.
III. M ETHOD
Conflict between individual units in an RTS context is typically controlled by the game itself, without the need for direct
player intervention. We create an equivalent simulation as the
basis for analysis and development of models that predict game
outcomes. The desired outcomes are measures such as winner
and duration of the game. Our goal is to determine the effects
of changes in unit attributes in an adversarial game between
two units on the resulting game outcomes.
Section II shows that combat attributes used in typical RTS
games fall into a small number of categories. We use the four
significant attributes as parameters:
• Range r: minimum distance to enemy before a unit is
enabled to fire.
• Speed s: the maximum speed (forward or reverse) for the
unit.
• Health h: the number of points of damage that the unit
can sustain before dying and ending the game.
• Damage d: the number of points of damage inflicted to
an enemy on each successful hit of a bullet.
Bullet fire rate is included as a constant parameter.
The game simulation design example uses rules of interaction typical to an RTS setting. The implementation of these
rules in the simulation is done in the environment of a third
party game engine which, as we show, reveals issues about
game balance and fairness that can only be discovered in such
a practical setting. Experience with the simulation drives the
development of models that predict game outcomes.
A. Design
The game involves two opposing units that fire bullets at
one another until the initial supply of the health attribute is
exhausted. Each bullet striking a unit decreases any positive

Figure 1: Screenshots of simulated game environment

health levels remaining by an amount defined by the damage
attribute of the unit that fired the bullet. Each unit is capable
of moving forwards and backwards at speeds up to the limit
imposed by the speed attribute. Each unit is capable of firing
bullets at the opponent provided that the distance to the
opponent is below the threshold represented by the range
attribute. Each unit is capable of perceiving their opponent
and is aware of the distance to their opponent at all times.
As in a typical RTS scenario both units are automatically
controlled. The control strategy also affects the outcomes
of the game and so for the purpose of this experiment
we use a fixed control strategy that mimics unit behaviour
found in RTS games. Units orient themselves to always face
the opposing unit. Units will move forward or backward to
maintain separation at exactly the limit of their range attribute,
provided this is possible. Units will fire as long as the distance
to the opponent is below, or equal to, their range. This is
similar to the default unit behaviour in RTS games such as
StarCraft where individual agents in conflict will either remain
stationary during conflict, or only move forwards or backwards
(lateral motion often being restricted by allied units lined up
next to them) while exchanging fire with one opponent at a
time.
Units fire discrete bullets which are single particles emitted
from the firing unit and are sent to collide with the target
unit. Bullets are set to track their target, so they cannot miss.
Bullets are fired as soon as the units are within firing range
and further bullets can be fired after a fixed inter-bullet interval
as long as the unit remains within range. Bullets have a finite
lifetime after which they evaporate and a constant finite speed
relative to the world frame (not that of the firing unit) and
cause damage only when they impact on their target. The game
is over once one or both units has a health of 0 or below.
Bullets in transit are not allowed to continue, and are removed
as soon as one or both units reach a health of 0 or below.
B. Implementation
The test game is developed in the Blender game engine as a
real time simulation complete with physical environment and
unit geometry, as shown in Figure 1. The use of an authentic
implementation environment exploits the understanding that
computer game implementations are imperfect systems, and
that these imperfections can affect game outcomes in unexpected ways. Such implementation highlights any effects
of using a game on a real computing architecture and in
a real virtual environment. These include effects of discrete
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Starcraft
[?]
StarCraft II
[13]
C&C Red
Alert [?]
Age of
Empires [?]
Warcraft II
[?]
Warcraft
III [14]

Combat
Speed
Speed, Transport
slots
Speed, Speed on
creep, Cargo
Size
Speed, Air speed

Damage
Ground Attack,
Air attack, Size
Ground Attack,
Air Attack,
Bonus, Armor
Ground Attack

Range
Attack Range,
Sight range
Range, Sight

Attack, Pierce
Armor
Basic Damage,
Piercing Damage
Normal Attack,
Unit Classified
As, Level,
Attacking
priority

Range

Speed

HP, Armor

Range

Speed

Hit Points

Range, Level

Movement
Speed, Level,
Transport slots

Hit Points, Hit
Point
Regeneration,
Hit Point Regen.
Rate, Armor,
Level, Sleeps

Attack Range,
Sight Range

Health
Hit Points,
Armor
Health, Plasma
shield

Bullet Rate
Cooldown

Hit points,
Armor type

Cooldown

Cooldown

Construction
Resource
Building
Minerals, Gas,
Build time
Supply
Minerals, Gas,
Build time
Supply,
Energy
Cost

Wood, Gold,
Food
Gold, Food
Mana
Lumber. Gold,
Food,
Gold Bounty,
Awarded

Build time
Build time

Table I: RTS attribute comparison

event timing, practical collision detection, physical simulation,
rounding errors and thresholds on values which would be
absent in an abstract representation. We identify unanticipated
game behaviour which would be classified as balance destroying exploits in a commercial game setting.
The Blender game engine provides a simulation environment where the game entities communicate by event passing.
Distance is measured using a distance unit as defined by the
game engine and shown as squares on the grid. We define the
width of one of these blocks as a “square” for future reference.
The terrain is flat and featureless, to ensure that no terrain
effects are incorporated. The control scripts are triggered by
collision and range events which may be triggered up to 60
times per second. The units are represented by polygonal
meshes with bounding volumes for bullet collisions. Distance
between units is calculated based on distance between origins
of each mesh. Bullets are emitted from the origin of the
source unit. Accuracy thresholds on range for purposes of
units advancing or retreating is set to 1 square. This reduces
overshooting and oscillating in the discrete simulation. Bullet
collision is triggered within one square of the opponent’s
origin.
Environmental parameters for this game are fixed. These
include: bullet speed which defaults to 20 squares/s, bullet rate
for a maximum firing rate of 1 bullet/s and starting distance
representing the initial separation between units of 30 squares.
While the simulation is configured for batch analysis over
different attribute values the real-time nature of the simulation
means that each individual conflict can take several seconds.
Adjusting rate parameters to compensate incurs the risk of
introducing unexpected effects due to the fixed sampling rate
of the game engine. Simulation results indicate game winner,
final health value, time of game, and number of bullets fired.
C. Three Phase Model
Our analysis process is based on identify stages, or phases,
of the game where invariant properties hold. For example we
find that behaviour during game simulation can be classified

into three phases. During each phase certain behaviour is
constant (such as the direction or speed of movement).
φ1 : Both units are out of range because the initial separation is higher than the individual range attributes of
either unit. During this phase both units must move
closer to one another. No bullets can be fired during
this phase. In games where one or both units start
within range this phase has zero duration.
φ2 : At least one unit is within range and can fire. This
phase ends when the steady state of φ3 is achieved.
φ3 : A steady state scenario is achieved when the separation between units is the range of the faster one.
During this phase the faster unit can exclusively
determine the separation and the control method used
ensures that it will maintain separation at its range
threshold.
Firing of bullets occurs in both phases 2 and 3, although the
units that are able to fire may change during φ2 .
By symmetry we assume, without loss of generality, that
unit 1 designates the one with the greater speed. In the cases
where both units have the same speed, we will assume that
unit 1 is that with higher range. Movement is limited to the
line joining the two units and can thus be described in terms
of a single positional parameter x. We choose the coordinate
system such that x1 < x2 . We omit the trivial case where
speed and range are identical from the following discussion.
1) During φ1 , both units advance on one another at full
speed. Their relative speed is thus s1 + s2 . The distance
that must be covered is that required for the one with the
longer range to come into range: minit − max (r1 , r2 ),
where minit is the initial separation. The time for φ1 is
1 ,r2 )
thus: tφ1 = minit −max(r
. Neither unit fires during
s1 +s2
this period. These invariants are key to the models that
we build and are summarized in a regular form in tables
such as Table II.
2) The most varied behaviour occurs in φ2 . Units start to
exchange shots while manipulating the separation to the
best of their ability. This phase continues until a steady
state is reached.
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Case
Condition
Initial
Separation
Final
Separation
Duration
Velocity of 1
Velocity of 2
Unit 1 firing
Unit 2 firing

P1
always
mφ1,i = minit

Case
Condition

mφ2,i = min (max (r1 , r2 ) , minit )

Initial
Separation
Final
Separation
Duration

max(0,mφ1,i −mφ2,i )
s1 +s2
+s1

−s2
×
×

Table II: Behaviour during φ1 .

Velocity of 1
Velocity of 2
Unit 1 firing
Unit 2 firing

P2A
mφ2,i ≤ r1
and
mφ2,i > r2
mφ2,i

P2B
mφ2,i > r1
and
mφ2,i ≤ r2
mφ2,i

P2C
mφ2,i ≤ r1
and
mφ2,i ≤ r2
mφ2,i

mφ3,i = r1

mφ3,i = r1

mφ3,i = r1

r1 −mφ2,i
s1 −s2

mφ2,i −r1
s1 −s2

−s1
−s2
X
×

s1
s2
×
X

mp
+
s1 +s2
r
−m
( 1
φ2,i )−mp
s1 −s2
−s1

s2 then −s2
X
X then ×

(a) Differing speed.

The initial separation between units is the larger of the
two ranges, if the units started out of range, or is the
initial separation if either was in range when the game
started (and skipped phase 1). At least one unit must be
in range after completion of phase 1. Thus:
mφ2,i = min (max (r1 , r2 ) , minit )
The subsequent behaviour depends on the relative speeds
and ranges of the two units. The behaviour for the
various cases is:
a) The two units have different speeds. By our earlier assumption, unit 1 is the faster and unit 2
the slower. The combinations of relative speed
and range as shown in Table III. Shots can be
fired during all of the cases for φ2 . The third
case is complicated in that one unit (the slower)
may stop firing part way through this phase if
separation increases to a point where it is out
of range, while the faster unit is still retreating
to its preferred range limit. This threshold occurs
at mp = min (r1 − mφ2,i , r2 − mφ2,i ). The behaviour during each combination is summarized in
Table IVa.
b) Both units have the same speed. If both are in range
they will move apart until the shorter ranged unit
reaches the extent of its range. Otherwise one unit
must be in range and retreating, the other out of
range and advancing. Once separation is fixed then
the conditions for φ3 are satisfied. These cases are
summarized in Table IVb.
3) During φ3 the faster unit maintains the separation between units by adapting its speed to that of its opponent.
The outcome is largely determined by whether the
slower unit is within firing range. This phase continues
until one or both units have met their end. It should be
noted that units could also be killed during φ2 .
When units share the same speed the separation during
φ3 depends both on the range of the two units and their
initial starting configuration. The possible scenarios are
shown in Table V.
The three phase decomposition serves as a basis for efficiently
predicting game outcomes. We build a model that determines
the game outcome by considering the problem from the
perspective of game duration, determining the winner through
consideration of the time spent firing (determined by speed

Case
Condition
Initial Separation
Final Separation
Duration
Velocity of unit 1
Velocity of unit 2
Unit 1 firing
Unit 2 firing

P2D
mφ2,i < r2
mφ2,i
mφ3,i = r2
r2 −mφ2,i
s1 +s2
−s1

+s2
X
X

P2E
mφ2,i ≥ r2
mφ2,i
mφ3,i = mφ2,i
0
−s2
−s2
X
×

(b) Same speed

Table IV: Behaviour during φ2 .
Case
Condition
Initial
Separation
Velocity of 1
Velocity of 2
Unit 1 firing
Unit 2 firing

P3A
s1 6= s2 and
mφ3,i > r2
mφ3,i

P3B
s1 6= s2 and
mφ3,i ≤ r2
mφ3,i

P3C
s1 = s2 and
mφ2,i ≤ r2
mφ3,i

P3D
s1 = s2 and
mφ2,i > r2
mφ3,i

−s2
−s2
X
×

s2
s2
X
X

−s2
−s2
X
X

−s2
−s2
X
×

Table V: Behaviour during φ3 .

and range) in comparison to accumulated damage required
to eliminate the opponent (dependent on health and damage
attributes). This temporal model readily achieves an analytical
solution explicitly relating attributes to game outcome but at
the cost of introducing some approximations which do not
hold under extreme conditions.
D. Predictive Model
We count the time spent firing in each phase, and assume
that the winner of the game is the one that first achieves
enough firing time to have killed its opponent. The number
of bullets required for a kill is the health of the unit divided by the damage that inflicted by opponent in each shot,
rounded up.
that
m
 the fatal bullet is fired by unit i,
lThe time
h3−i
ttotal,i =
−
1
/rate of f ire + , incorporates the
di
rate of fire and an offset to ensure the first bullet is fired
at time 0. The small offset  is used to distinguish between
needing only a single bullet fired at time 0, and no bullet ever
being fired because the unit is never in range. This plays a role
when performing comparisons with this value in later steps.
Bullets take a finite time to reach their target. This transit
time ttransit becomes significant, particularly at longer ranges.
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1
2
3
4

Faster in range
Faster out of range
Faster in range
Faster out of range

Slower out of range
Slower in range
Slower in range
Slower out of range

Faster retreats, slower advances
Faster advances, slower retreats
Faster retreats, slower retreats
Invalid: see phase 1

Faster fires, slower cannot
Faster cannot fire, slower fires
Faster fires for entire period, slower fires until out of range

Table III: Possible interactions during φ2 .
r2 < mφ3,i
(P3A)
tgame =
ttotal,1 +
ttransit
w=1

r2 ≥ mφ3,i and
tφ3,1 < tφ3,2
(P3B-1)
tgame =
ttotal,1 + ttransit

r2 ≥ mφ3,i and
tφ3,1 > tφ3,2
(P3B-2)
tgame =
ttotal,2 + ttransit

w=1

w=2

Table VI: End game cases for the temporal model in φ3 .

Accuracy
Time RMSE

Set A
88.1%
3.1 s

Set B
98.8%
0.7s

Set D
94.0%
0.4s

Table VII: Results for predictive model

cases are present. The bullet lifetime is set to 0.5 s
beyond the time required to traverse the range of the
unit.
Set B: Unit
2
is
given
fixed
attributes
of
(d = 5, r = 25, s = 5, h = 30).
The
values
of the attributes for unit 1 are sampled
at
regular
intervals
around
this
point:
d, s ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11}, r ∈ {1, 11, 21, 31, 41}
and h ∈ {1, 6, 11, 16, 21, 26, 31, 36, 41, 46, 51, 56}.
This set has 2160 cases. Bullet lifetime is infinite.
Set D: Attribute values are generated randomly with health
and damage constrained so that at least 2 shots are
required to kill an opponent. Thus chance opening
shots do not dominate results. The bullet speed is
increased to 60 squares/s. This set has 10000 cases.
Bullet lifetime is infinite.

A further complication, which we do not include in this
particular model, is that the transit time varies according to
whether units are advancing or retreating. We approximate
mφ2,i
.
ttransit as sbullet
Since no firing occurs in φ1 we can exclude that from the
firing time calculations. The time each player fires for during
φ2 can be summarized as:



r1 −mφ2,i

,
0
case P2A




 s1 −s2


m
−r
1

case P2B
0, sφ2,i

 
1 −s2

(r1 −mφ2,i )−mp
mp
mp
(tφ2,1 , tφ2,2 ) =
+
, s1 +s2
case P2C
s1 +s
s1 −s2

2




r
−m
r
−m
2
2
φ2,i
φ2,i

case P2D

s1 +s2 , s1 +s2



(0, 0)
case P2E Outcomes measured are: the winner of the game and the total
game time. We compute an accuracy score as the percentage
Death can occur during φ2 if the firing duration for one or of games where the predicted winner matches the winner
both of the units exceeds the total required. If tφ2,i ≥ ttotal,i value from the simulation. For time of game we calculate
then unit i is able to have won. The winner is assumed to a root-mean-square error (RMSE) score. For parameter p,
q Pn
be the unit with the lowest value of tφ2,i . For later reference
2
i=1 (pi −ppred,i )
where pi is the value reported
RM
SE
=
p
these are marked as termination conditions T1 and T2. If the
n
from
the
ith
simulation
run
and
ppred,i is the value predicted
values are equal then we award victory to the unit with the
by
the
model.
lower value of ttotal , marked as termination condition TD. If
the winner is unit i then total game time is approximated by
tgame = ttotal,i + ttransit .
If the game continues into φ3 then we calculate the additional time required in φ3 for unit i to achieve victory:
tφ3,i = ttotal,i + ttransit − tφ2,i . If the slower unit is out
of range then it automatically loses. Otherwise the winner is
the unit that has the shortest time required to achieve victory
(Table VI), or a draw if they are both exactly equal.
E. Model Evaluation
We validate the model by comparing model predictions with
the simulated game outcomes. Several data sets are chosen to
comprehensively test different combinations of attributes but
also to represent typical scenarios when the units are employed
in an RTS setting. Environmental parameters are fixed for each
data set. Unless otherwise specified, units start 30 squares apart
and are able to fire at a rate of 1 bullet/s. Bullet speed defaults
to 20 squares/s.
Set A: Attribute values for both units are sampled randomly
from a region of attribute space. A total of 54810

IV. R ESULTS
The accuracy of the model predictions when compared
to simulation output is shown in Tables VII. It achieves
respectable accuracy, particularly on less extreme data sets
B and D. Accuracy in identifying winner is higher for set
B than for set A. This is attributed to the central position in
attribute space of the fixed attribute unit. Set A contains greater
extremes of attributes.
The causes of mispredictions for this model have been
investigated and are due to: the approximation used when
calculating bullet transit time and to the assumption that transit
time is constant throughout the game despite changing separation. A significant issue identified during model validations is
that the game engine launches bullets with a velocity relative
to the stationary reference frame. Issues then occur do to the
relative speed of units and bullets changing (particularly since
in φ3 the reference frames of the units are moving relative
to that of the bullets). For extreme attribute values units are
moving faster than the bullets and outrunning them.
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RMSE error values are typically higher for set A than for
the others. Mispredictions usually involve extreme attribute
values where the game ends quickly if one unit wins but be
drawn out if the alternative outcome is assumed. These outliers
significantly affect the average error.
A. Model Analysis
The path ways used by the predictive model when run on
data set A are shown in Figure 2. Each bar (with the exception
of those ending in TD) represents a case where the same
winner outcome is predicted. This representation also shows
where the predictions from the model disagree with the results
of the simulation. Several large bars represent common cases
where the model is almost completely accurate. Errors are
typically confined to a few specific scenarios. Draw cases are
problematic because the thresholds for comparisons need to
adapt to the tolerances present in the discrete simulation. Extreme attribute values also collect in specific cases, often to the
extent that inverting the prediction for that case would improve
overall score. The most notable problem paths (described in
terms of the choices in each phase as per Tables IV and V)
for the temporal model are:
• P1P2BP3B-1, where the slower unit fires first and the
outcome hinges on the faster unit catching up. Accurate
timing is key to determining the victor and the approximations used are too coarse for close games.
• P1P2CTD: where the game is decided in phase 2 by using
elapsed time as a measure of likelihood of victory.
The formulation of the predictive model itself is revealing.
Range and speed are closely related and combine to form
one factor that plays a key role in determining the outcome,
particularly in φ2 . The case where a unit dominates in both
range and speed (paths passing through node P3A) inevitably
result in victory for that unit except in rare cases where the
opponent can get in a single fatal shot at the start of the
game. Likewise health and damage (of the opponent) have a
significant relationship, combining in a single step to produce
a value representing the number of bullets required to end the
game.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have achieved analysis of the example single unit
combat scenario by identifying phases of single unit combat.
In this case, these phases consist of initial maneuvering,
opening exchange of fire and finally a steady state conflict.
Invariants are present in each phase which are used as the
basis for a predictive model of predict game outcomes. This
model provides an analytical representation of the outcomes.
The predictions provide a good match when validated against
a game simulation although some of the approximations used
in this model limit its validity under extreme attribute values.
While the models derived are specific to the games rules
used, the form of interaction present is typical of that found
in many RTS settings making the relationships discovered
applicable in practice. The key value in this finding is that
we can directly calculate the attributes of a second unit that
is the equivalent (despite not being identical) of another. This

provides an explicit mechanism for balancing units in combat
games. While we have only demonstrated the analysis process
for a single form of game combat, the analysis approach is
extensible to other combat scenarios where distinct phases of
interaction exist. We plan to investigate how models such as
this can scale up to the complexity of balancing the armies of
agents used in large RTS games.
The predictive model encodes the relationships between
attributes that drive combat simulation and the game outcomes.
The role of individual attributes and their interrelationships
are revealed by the expressions produced. This provides an
opportunities for game designers to gain further insight into
the mechanisms implicit in such game combat scenarios.
The model is validated against an implementation of the
game rules. Discrepancies in outcomes tend to reveal issues
with the implementation of the game as often as as they do
uncover assumptions in the model. The issue of the moving
reference frame occurs as a result of a particular implementation choice. This form of game modelling serves as a mechanism for identifying potential exploits in the game; modes of
operation that may unintentionally provide opportunities for
cheating, or at the least, affect the game outcome. Predictive
models such as these that efficiently compute the implications
of attribute changes are ingredients of handicapping systems.
This analysis verifies that this approach can produce models
that relate unit attributes to the game outcomes, thus offering
insight into the role of each attribute within the combat scenario. Attributes are a key variable in determining the outcome
of the RTS scenarios. This combined with further work in
quantifying effects of other key independent variables such
as groups of agents, constraints imposed by terrain and more
complex agent behaviour strategies represents work toward
simplifying the process of balancing a complex RTS game.
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